The march of symptoms in a psychotic decompensation. Case report and theoretical implications.
The onset and evolution of symptoms were studied in a female patient with a history of recurrent depressive psychoses. In each episode, her psychotic decompensations were characterized by an orderly and progressive sequence including similar psychological or somatic precipitants, mounting anxiety, nystagmoid eye movements associated with panic, unfolding delusions, and olfactory hallucinations, culminating in a complete psychotic regression. The evolving sequence repeated during each episode in the present case is compared with that of a similarly stereotyped progression of symptoms in temporal lobe and Jacksonian seizures. Kindling is suggested as a model relevant to the understanding of both epilepsy and the functional psychoses. Detailed observation of the evolution of symptoms during psychotic episodes may provide important clues to the underlying pathological anatomy and physiology of psychotic illness.